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 I n t r o d u c t i o n 


Background


Our model is about what happens to the matter in a galaxy as it
goes into stars and eventually into white dwarves, black holes and
neutron stars. It is modeling how stars go nova and supernova and
release matter back into nebulas and how the rest of the matter
goes into the white dwarves, neutron stars and black holes.


We first had to decide what stocks we would model.  We decided
to model nebula matter, matter in big stars, matter in small stars
and matter in white dwarves, neutron stars, and black holes.


Purpose


The purpose of our model was to show what would happen to a
galaxy like our own, over time, and precisely what is the effect of
small stars on the population of big stars?  This would show how a
galaxy would age and how long it would take to die off or if it
would stabilize.


Stakeholders
The people who would be interested in this model are mostly
researchers, such as other high school students and anyone with an
interest in space and a little time on their hands.  More specifically,
astrophysicists would have an interest in this model because it
shows one interpretation of the data we have available.  If it seems
to follow logical patterns then the data we have is probably
accurate, but if it does strange things then there is probably a flaw
with the data, meaning that would be something to research.  The
flaws that there are point to places where perhaps more study is
needed, and provides ideas where scientists should focus their
attentions.


Resources Utilized


There were two main resources we used to create this model.  The
first resource is a book called      How We Know About Black Holes   
by Isaac Asimov.  The other was Prof. Neill Reid, who graduated
from Caltech and majored in astrophysics, gave us a lot of
information and pointed out several aspects of our model that were
crucial to its accuracy.  (Thanks again Neill!)


Reference Material
and People
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Challenges


Challenges abounded in our model.  Every time we turned around
we found something that had been misfigured or just didn't work
right.  When we finally thought we had it down we got values to
compare it against and it was totally off.  We had to do a major
overhaul but we think in the end it all paid off.
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D i s c u s s i o n  o f  M o d e l 


The Entire Model


Figure 1.  The Entire Model for the Evolution of a Galaxy


The Stocks


The total starting Nebula matter in our galaxy is 1x1012 solar
masses, which is the total matter in our hypothetical galaxy. It is
decreased by the flows: Creation of big stars and Creation of small
stars. The flow, Matter from supernovas increases the total nebula
matter (this is because when a star goes supernova is throws off
large amounts of matter, which form new nebulas). Nebula matter
also affects the flows Creation of big stars and Creation of small
stars (This is because there is more matter to make stars from).


The Matter in big stars is the amount of matter that is currently in
big stars. The starting amount of matter in big stars is 0 solar
masses, because our model starts at the theoretical beginning of the
galaxy. The Matter in big stars is increased by the flow Creation
of big stars, and is decreased by the flows, Nebula matter from
supernovas and the Star matter from supernovas.  (Because when a
big star goes supernova its matter goes into either the stock Nebula
matter, or the stock Matter in WH, NS, & BH and is no longer a big
star.)


Nebula matter:


Matter in big stars:
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The Matter in small stars is the amount of matter currently in small
stars. The starting amount of matter in small stars is 0, also because
our model starts at the theoretical beginning of the galaxy. The
Matter in small stars is increased by the flow Creation of small
stars, and is decreased by the flow, Collapse of small stars.


This stock shows the matter in WD, NS and BH. The starting
amount of Matter in WD NS and BH starts at 0, because at the
beginning of the galaxy there aren't any of them. The amount of
Matter in WD NS and BH isn’t decreased (because nothing
destroys them), and is increased by the flows, Star matter from
supernovas, and Collapse of small stars.


Nebula Matter


Matter in Big Stars Matter in WD & NS & BHNebula Matter from Supernovas


Creation of Big Stars


Star Matter from Supernovas


Figure 2.  The Big Stars Section of the Model


Flows


The flow Creation of big stars is what transfers the matter from the
Nebula matter stock to the Matter in big stars stock. Creation of
big stars is affected by Nebula matter, Percentage of nebula
matter that forms stars, Density effect on creation of stars, and the
Formation rate of big stars.


This flow is what transfers matter from the stock Matter in big
stars to the stock Matter in WD NS and BH. The Collapse of big
stars and Fraction that goes to WD, NS, and BH  affect the Star
matter from supernovas.


Nebula Matter


Matter in WD & NS & BH


Collapses of Small StarsMatter in Small Stars


Creation of Small Stars


Figure 3.  The Small Stars Section of the Model


Matter in small stars:


Matter in White Dwarves
(WD), Neutron Stars (NS)


and Black Holes (BH):


Creation of Big Stars:


Star Matter from
Supernovas:
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This flow transfers matter from the Matter in Big stars stock to the
Nebula matter stock. The converters, Collapse of big stars and
Fraction that goes into supernovas affect the flow, Star matter
from supernovas.


This flow transfers matter from Nebula matter to Matter in small
stars. The converters: Percent that form stars, Density effect on
creation of stars, Formation rate of stars, and the stock Nebula
matter.


This flow transfers matter from Matter in Small Stars to Matter in
WD NS and BH.  This is affected by the graphical converter,
Fraction of small stars that die.


The Converters:


This converter’s value is 5 (100 million years) and affects the
Collapse of big stars.


Matter in big stars and Average life span  of big stars affects this
converter. This converter is the percent of big stars that collapse
and is equal to 20%. It also affects Star matter from supernovas
and Matter from supernovas.


This converter’s value is .1. So, this converter's effect is that .1 of
all matter that goes into stars goes into big stars. This converter
affects Creation of big stars.


This converter’s value is .9.  This converter makes is that 90% of
all matter that goes into stars goes into small stars. This converter
affects Creation of small stars.


This is a graphical converter that represents that early on few small
stars will die, but later on, many more will die.


This converter’s value is .875 and affects Nebula matter from
supernovas.


This converter’s value is .125 and affects the Star Matter from
Supernovas.


Nebula matter and the volume of the galaxy affect this converter’s
value. It also affects Density effect on creation of stars.


The converter value is .07 and affects the Creation of big stars and
Creation of small stars.


This converter is the total volume of the galaxy, which is 3.14213


cubic light years. It affects nebula density.


This is a graphical converter. It varies between 0.1 to 1.5
depending on the nebula density.


Nebula Matter from
Supernovas:


Creation of Small Stars:


Collapses of Small Stars:


Average life spans of big
stars:


Collapse of big stars:


Formation Rate of big
stars:


Formation Rate of small
stars:


Fraction of Small stars
that Die


Fraction that goes into
nebulas:


Fraction that goes into
WD NS and BH:


Nebula Density:


Percentage of nebula
matter that forms stars:


Volume:


Density effect on creation
of stars:
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Feedback Loops


There are many feedback loops in our model but by far the most
interesting and important one is in the relationship between big
stars and nebula matter.


The more big stars there are then the more big stars that collapse.
If more of them collapse then more matter is being given back into
the nebulas.  This increases the density of the nebulas and thus
more big stars are created and this is where the loop comes from.
This feedback loop is a reinforcing loop.


One other thing worth noting is that there is another loop hidden in
this one, that is the Matter is Big Star-Collapse of Big Stars-
Nebula Matter from Supernovae.  This loop's effect is that if more
stars are destroyed, more matter goes back to nebulas and thus
more stars are created.  This is a balancing feed back loop,
meaning that there will be a slow decline in big stars.  This is
because of all the matter that goes into small stars and never gets
back to nebulas and the fact that not all matter that goes to big stars
becomes nebulas again.


Figure 4. The Big Star Feedback Loop


Limitations


There are several limitations to this model.  First of all there were
many assumptions made in this model, creating a false sense of
accuracy meaning that our results match what they should but the
methods we used to figure this aren't always correct.  This means
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that if you start to play with values sometimes the results don't
match what they should.  This is actually a good thing, because it
shows where there are places that researchers should focus their
attention.  It also shows what affects what which could be helpful
in creating hypotheses about galactic evolution.


A big guess on our part was the effect of overall density of nebula
matter on the creation of stars. Another is that the life spans of the
stars are figured solely on an average and doesn't figure in any
other factor, such as a nearby star going supernova and taking out
other stars.


We simplified this model a lot from what we would have to be
liked it to be.  For example we had binary stars figured into the
equation but it wasn't working out right and we ended up scrapping
that entire portion of the model figuring that it could be assumed to
be part of the average life span of stars.


Timeframe


The timeframe we are running our model in is  steps of 100 million
years for 250 time units. Our time zero is when there are zero stars
in the galaxy. Our 250 time is when most of the stars in the galaxy
have gone nova and almost all of the matter is taken up in black
holes, neutron stars and white dwarves.


We are using the DT of 100 million years so we can run the model
more easily. This makes sense because we need to run the model
for a long time and without such a large DT it would take forever.
Our timeframe makes sense because by this time most of the stars
have collapsed. The time span our model crosses is 25 billion
years, which is a very long time.


Results


Our model takes place from the creation of a galaxy to the 'end' of
its 'life', when most of the matter has become white dwarves etc. or
is well on its way to that state and there is very little happening.


At the beginning, all the matter is taken up in Nebula matter
(1x1012 stellar masses), out of which stars form.  There is no matter
in stars or denser objects (0 stellar masses).  The rate at which
these form is what the model is all about.
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Figure 5. A graph of the results of our final model.  Note: Big stars are
on a different scale otherwise it looks like a flat line


This model makes sense and seems to match the data we have and
follows a logical pattern.  The Nebula matter goes into an
exponential decay as its matter is used to make stars.


The Big stars stock shoots up at first as many of them are created
but then plummets as they die out and follows the curve of the
Nebula matter because they feed off each other as Big stars give
matter back to the Nebula matter stock and nebula matter forms
new stars.


Small stars increases just like the big stars but rises for a longer
period of time because they don’t start dying in large numbers until
around the 100th DT when they start dying off, slowly.  This makes
sense because the stars are all created at the beginning so until they
near the average life span few should die.  Then they slowly die off
because there are enough of them created to almost balance out
those that die.  However Nebula matter is being used in these stars
that can’t be replaced so the amount of stars created drops, and
eventually they will all die.


Big Stars


Small Stars
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Matter in WD, BH, & NS makes sense because it creeps up until
small stars start dying in large numbers.  This is because big stars
are feeding it but there are relatively few big stars so that’s not
much. When you start having more Small Stars die, there are a lot
more Small Stars so it takes off.


Figure 6.  The Table of Our Results


The table shows the same results as the graph but you can see more
precisely just how much matter is in each category.  Since big stars
isn't on a larger scale you can see just how much less matter there
is in Big stars than anywhere else.  The table also helps you see
just how much matter we're dealing with here; it is a much better
indicator of scale than the graph.


Now to answer our original question, how do small stars affect the
population of big stars?  The answer is it affects it a lot, as we
touched on earlier, small stars are always stealing away a lot of
nebula matter that never returns to nebulas.  This means there is
always a decreasing amount of matter for the big stars to form
from.  On the other hand big stars return most of the matter they
use when they go supernova, so if you remove small stars a few
more big stars form, but instead of plummeting soon, they reach a
very slow decline.


Other Matter
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Figure 7. Matter in big stars if there are small stars forming, and
if there is not small stars forming.
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V e r i f i c a t i o n 


Validation


This isn't the type of model where you can go out and do a head
count, (well you could but it wouldn't be easy!) or reproduce what
you're modeling.  The best method we can find to verify it is to
compare our values to the known values of the Milky Way galaxy
(several of our values are based on it, such as volume) at the Milky
Way Galaxy’s current age.  If those values agree with our values at
the same point in the life span of the galaxy, then there's a good
chance the rest of the model has proper values.


After comparing our values at the 130th DT (about the age of the
core of the Milky Way, the arms are, but we will base our
comparison on the core.)  We just compared of the values of the
stocks.  The values are written in percentages of matter in each.


Stock Real Value Our Value Difference


Nebula Matter 40.0% 41.7% 1.7%


Big Stars 1.5% 0.2% 1.3%


Small Stars 53.5% 50.4% 3.1%


White Dwarfs etc. 5.0% 7.7% 2.7%


Figure 8.  Table comparing Model Results to Expert Estimates


As you can see they don't match exactly but there are quite close
with the exception of Big Stars, which need further study.  There
are a lot of reasons this could be off, for one thing two key values
were estimates: the average amount of matter that makes up a big
star and the amount of matter that goes towards big stars when
dividing up the nebulas matter between big and little stars.


Several of our values are estimated because many values are not
easy to determine, so we had to guess at them to make them fit
what we knew.  For example the life span of small star may seem a
little too high since the life span of the sun is estimated at about 10
billion years and our life span is double that.  But remember our
sun is a second-generation star and so it had less hydrogen to burn
and thus has a shorter life span than the overall average.  Also our
sun is called an average star but that just means it isn't unusual in
any way.  Many small stars are smaller than our sun, and most of
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them are M class stars which are the smallest and coolest of the
stars and thus the longest lived.


Sensitivity analysis


In this sensitivity analysis we varied the converter Percentage of
nebula matter that forms stars. The percentage of nebula matter
that forms stars was initially .07 in our model. We used these value
.03, .05, .07, .09, and .11 in our sensitivity analysis.


This analysis shows what happens when more matter in made into
stars each 100 million years. This graph shows what happens to the
matter in big stars when we vary the amount of matter that forms
stars per DT.


This run starts the lowest because is has the lowest percentage of
matter that forms stars, only 3%. It makes sense for it to be the
lowest. It also ends up the highest. It make sense because since less
of the nebula matter is forming stars each DT the collapse of the
stars giving more matter out is counteracting it which makes the
decline much less.


This run has a higher peak than run 1 because the percentage of
matter that forms stars is up at 5%. This run also ends at about the
same amount of matter as run 1. This is so because it also has a
balancing effect but since it has a higher peak the balancing effect
wasn’t as effective. So, the amount of matter in big stars ends at
about the same amount.


This run is the original run of the model. It peaks in the middle
because it is the middle value for the percentage of matter at 7%. It
ends slightly lower than runs 1 and 2. This happens because the
balancing effect is not working as well as it did in the previous
runs.


This run has the value for the percentage of matter set at 9%. This
makes the peak even higher and since the balancing effect is very
ineffective because the amount of matter going into big stars is so
much more than is going back into the nebula matter.


This run has the highest percentage of matter at 11%. This is the
highest percentage of matter that is ever used per DT. This makes
the balancing effect even more ineffective, which makes the end
point even lower.


Run 1:


Run 2:


Run 3:


Run 4:


Run 5:
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Figure 9. A graph of the sensitivity analysis
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C o n c l u s i o n 


Summary of Conclusions Reached


From our model we understand that as time passes we are getting
closer to a time when neutron stars, white dwarves, and black holes
dominate the galaxy. Our model is directed at researchers and
other people interested in this field, and our model is presented so
everyone can understand it but only people in these groups will
truly understand everything.


Our question was what is the effect of small stars on the population
of big stars? Small stars have a very big effect on the population of
big stars. If no small stars were made and the same amount of
mater was still put into big stars each DT it would take a lot longer
for all of the nebula matter to be used up.  This would produce a lot
steadier population of big stars that declined only very slowly as it
was always returning most of the nebula matter.


Suggestions for the Future of the Model


The results this model showed us were pretty close to what we
expected.  As for where we could go with this model there is a lot
of things left that could be done with it.  One of the things we
meant to do but didn’t work out was to include binary star systems,
and that is something that could be latter added to make the life
spans less of a abstract and more precise depending on the current
status of the galaxy.
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